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As soon as it is a left as a matter of religious taste I have nothing against
it; but we owe a dreadful amount of evil in our theology to the dogmatic use of
the Old Testament. And if Marcion had been properly understood and not
hereticized, our doctrine of God would have remained far purer. I consider this
necessary to say with the utmost strength, and for me it is a matter of conscience
[…]
– Friedrich Schleiermacher (1830) 1

Why Marcion Matters
Imagine a Christianity without Judaism: A bible with no Israel, no
Torah, no law and prophets, and finally a Jesus without a history, revealing
a god separate from and unknown to the world prior to Jesus’ appearance in
history. In such an imagined act, one comes close to imagining the understudied truth of modern Christian theology: that such a form of Christianity,
a Christianity without Judaism, lies at the foundation of Protestant liberalism.
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This form of Christianity is not new to the modern world, but is associated
with the “arch-heretic” of early Christianity, Marcion of Sinope.
In the second century CE, Marcion taught that Jesus was the revelation
of an unknown god, a totally hidden divinity that had nothing to do with
creation, which was the work of the god of the Jewish people, who were still
awaiting their Messiah. The Jewish god was a god of justice and wrath, while
the god of Jesus was a god of pure grace, who had come to deliver humanity
– though not the Jewish leaders – from the world. Christianity thus had
nothing to do with Judaism, and, as a result, Marcion eliminated the Jewish
scriptures from the Christian Bible, and excluded all parts of what would
become the New Testament that seemed too Jewish. In the standard
narratives of church history, Marcion thereby inaugurated the formalization
of the orthodox canon of Scriptures, making him one of the most important
“heretics” in Christian history.
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Marcion enjoyed a great
revival and his thought became associated with the leading thinkers in
German theology. By the early twentieth century Marcionism was so
important in German theology that Franz Rosenzweig claimed that the form
of Christianity to which he had been so attracted was that of Marcionism.2
When Karl Barth, the most influential figure of twentieth-century theology,
published his groundbreaking commentary on Romans, Der Römerbrief
(1919/1922), a canny early reader, Adolf Jülicher, compared his theology to
that of Marcion, 3 and Barth himself later acknowledged the similarities.
Moreover, every major liberal historical theologian, from Ferdinand
Christian Baur (1792-1860) and Albrecht Ritschl (1822-1889), to Adolf von
Harnack (1851-1930), had a deep interest in Marcion. And during the Third
Reich, the Marcionist view of Scripture – a totally de-Judaized canon –
became the center of a movement to eliminate Jewish influence on the
German church and insist that Jesus was not Jewish, but Aryan.
Yet the significance of Marcionism has been studied only piecemeal
and has not risen to the disciplinary consciousness of any of the fields it
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affects, such as Judaic studies, intellectual history, or Christian theology and
the study of anti-Judaism, nor has there been a systematic consideration of
whether the current of Marcionism in modern German theology contributed
to the theological anti-Judaism and antisemitism that came to expression in
National Socialism.
Although there is some awareness of this interest in Marcionism
spread throughout various scholarly fields, there is no dedicated scholarly
account of the origins of this interest, its significance for Protestant
Liberalism, and, crucially, its relationship to anti-Judaism.
For Marcion’s form of Christianity is the most explicitly anti-Judaic version
of Christian ever envisioned, and thus the Marcionist character of modern
German theology would seem relevant to scholars concerned about antiJudaism as well as Christian-Jewish relations. Yet the Marcionist pattern in
modern thought has been only occasionally noted in the excellent work on
these subjects, such that in the most recent and thorough survey of antiJudaism, David Nirenberg’s Anti-Judaism: The Western Tradition, 4
Marcion’s role in modern theology is not mentioned, and in Susannah
Heschel’s groundbreaking work on Christianity and the Bible under National
Socialism, The Ayran Jesus, Marcion is mentioned but once. Likewise, Alon
Confino’s recent work, A World Without Jews, which opens by asking how
the Nazis came to burn the Hebrew Bible, does not mention Marcion. A
similarly surprising fact is that while the importance of theological antiJudaism may be well known to a small group of specialized scholars, 5 it
remains an area which is ironically understudied by precisely the scholars
who are specialists in the religious tradition which has played such a pivotal,
and bloody, role in the persecution of the Jews: scholars of Christian
theology.6
Since Christianity has supplied so much of the material for and
justifications of prejudice against Judaism as a religion and the Jews as a
people, and since the great theorists of Christianity are its theologians and
philosophers, anti-Judaism represents an organic intersection of all these
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areas and requires collaborative work from specialists in each of the relevant
areas.7 Yet to date, the most consequential recent work on the subject has
been written by professional historians, particularly intellectual historians,
who are increasingly taking up subjects directly relevant to theologians and
philosophers, but shedding new light on them. This trend may stem in part
from the fact that modern intellectual history stands external to any specific
religion or philosophical framework, frameworks which traditionally have
narrated their own histories with a confessional bias.8 And it is this lack of
critical attention to Christian theology’s own tradition of anti-Judaism, I
would suggest, that has contributed to the significant gap in intellectual
history, Judaic studies, and the history of theology and philosophy that this
article aims to address.
This interdisciplinary lacuna is the failure of scholars of the Christian
tradition to draw a crucial connection that emerges from their own field
concerning the theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834). 9
Schleiermacher is the architect and cornerstone of modern theology, the
founding theologian of Liberal Protestantism, and thus the most important
and influential theologian for the shape of Christianity among cultural elites
and academics.
When viewed not from the contemporary theologian’s ghetto but from
a broader historical perspective, one that includes the consequences of
theological ideas in practice, arguably the single most important element in
Friedrich Schleiermacher’s theology has been missed or ignored, with few
scholars even noting it and even fewer recognizing its broader significance.10
Schleiermacher’s masterpiece, Der Christliche Glaube, or The Christian
Faith, is rightly regarded as one of the great works in Christian theology and
the founding work of modern theology. Attention has been lavished upon
countless details of his theology but no systematic analysis has been given
to the simple fact that Schleiermacher is the first theologian who is both
recognized as a great Christian theologian and who accepts the crucial
dogmatic position enunciated by Marcion: the rejection of the Old
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Testament11 as Christian Scripture and the explicit elimination of Judaism as
a constitutive part of Christianity.12 The fact that this position has received
practically no serious, systematic treatment in its connection to Marcion is
remarkable. For Schleiermacher’s Marcionism must be a crucial part of any
answer to the question, why has Marcion been of such interest, even if
largely subterranean, in modern theology?
The answer, in part, is because the founder of modern theology was a
Marcionist. The purpose of this article is to manifest this fact such that its
historical and theological significance becomes clear, that is, to begin to
address the lacuna above by making Schleiermacher’s Marcionism a topic
of systematic importance in the interpretation of Schleiermacher and liberal
theology. Moreover, unless we ask why Marcionism as a theological position
is important to Schleiermacher, we will not offer insight into why, beyond a
genetic connection to Schleiermacher, subsequent theologians were either
interested or shared deep affinities with Marcion.
Marcionism is far from an incidental element of Schleiermacher’s
thought, as the neglect of the subject could lead one to think; it is in fact the
theological legitimization of what increasingly becomes the profoundly antiJudaic norm of Protestant Liberalism. This article shows how in key respects
Schleiermacher is Marcion’s heir, and consequently builds into the
foundations of Protestant Liberalism, and thus distinctively modern theology,
the elimination of Judaism from Christianity. This is a very large story which
has not yet been told in its fullness, and it is one whose full contours must
eventually lead to the stories told by Confino and Susannah Heschel, among
others, and to questions about the relationship between twentieth-century
German theology and the receptiveness of the German people, including the
religious elites, to National Socialism and its programmatic and genocidal
antisemitism. Crucially, it is also a philosophical story in which Kant (and
Fichte) plays a central role.13
My focus here, however, will be limited to providing a foundational
sketch of Schleiermacher’s thought in relation to Marcion, and then in turn
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in relation to the rise of Protestant Liberalism in Germany, with the broader
purpose of sketching a crucial and missing chapter in the history of
nineteenth-century religion, anti-Judaism, and the process whereby German
theologians eliminated Judaism from their conception of Christianity. It must
be stressed that the current argument can only point to further work that must
be done if the full story of German theology’s relationship to later antiJudaism and antisemitism is to be told, and it seeks neither to deal with the
question of antisemitism in Schleiermacher’s biography, nor to suggest that
this theology is directly linked to the Holocaust.
Yet if the founder of modern theology constructs a Christianity
without Judaism, if he returns in a modern key to the ancient Marcion, then
outlining the historical significance of Schleiermacher’s Marcionism
becomes essential to establishing its foundational role in the construction of
Protestant Liberalism.
I will make this argument by dealing briefly with Marcion as a
theological figure and by arguing for a more general concept of Marcionism
as a heuristic tool. I then discuss Schleiermacher’s context and view of
Scripture, specifically the canon, and relate it to his broader theological
commitments, but I begin this treatment by placing Schleiermacher in the
broader intellectual context of his time. In the conclusion I provide a brief
Nachleben of Schleiermacher’s Marcionism in Protestant biblical
scholarship and historical theology, through a glance at the thought of
Ferdinand Christian Baur, Adolf von Harnack, and the recent controversy
surrounding the contemporary German theologian Notger Slenzcka.
Reconstructing Marcion
The details of Marcion’s life and thought remain contested, but the
broad contours of his thought remain clear, and the focus of this article is
with the Marcion of the theological tradition, rather than the ever-contested
Marcion of critical history.14 Adolf von Harnack wrote the classic scholarly
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work on Marcion,15 but recently Judith Lieu has written a major overview of
Marcion’s life and thought that is indispensable for those wishing to
understand the complexities of the historical Marcion. As Harnack is also an
analytical object of this article, using him as a source can be problematic.
His work on Marcion, however, is indispensable, and its theological acuity
is unrivalled, so while I here draw on it and Lieu as my major sources for
Marcion’s thought, I will turn later to consider Harnack’s approach to
Marcion in its historical context. Harnack’s Marcion book, like any scholarly
work, can be a primary or secondary source depending on the frame of
investigation.16 The simultaneous use and historicization of a source may
induce the distinctive vertigo of historical consciousness, but it also prevents
the scholar from avoiding the fact that, as we depend on sources, so we
construct them.
Who Was Marcion, and What Did He Teach?
Marcion of Sinope was born sometime near the end of the first century
and was a contemporary of Justin Martyr. His father was the bishop of
Sinope, and it is possible that Marcion’s family was Jewish in background.17
Jaroslav Pelikan, reflecting the perspective of a Christian historian of
doctrine, observed that “[i]t is evident that certain forms of Judaism were the
origin of the earliest forms of Christian heresy. . . . Nevertheless, the most
important early heresies were not Jewish, but anti-Jewish in their
inspiration.”18 Marcionism can justly be regarded as the most extreme form
of anti-Jewish Christianity in the history of the early church. Harnack, who
was sympathetic to Marcion, argues that “his Christianity is built upon a
resentment towards Judaism and its religion.”19
Characteristic of Marcion’s thought was a total rejection of allegory
and a rigorous insistence on the literal sense of Scripture, a view that led him
to regard the Old Testament as exclusively Jewish Scripture with no
Christian status.20 He thus entirely rejected the Old Testament and edited the
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New Testament down to versions of Luke’s Gospel and ten of Paul’s epistles
(all save the pastoral epistles). Marcion eliminated “Judaizing” elements of
the New Testament and regarded Paul as the sole genuine apostle. But of
whom, if not the God of Israel? Jesus, and thus later Paul, reveal the “alien
God,” a God unknown to anyone prior to his revelation in Jesus Christ, a
God of pure love and goodness who has nothing to do with creation.
Marcion drew the logical conclusion of his radical “Paulinism,” viz.
he claimed that the God of the Old Testament was the Jewish, not Christian,
God and that he was the source of evil in the world, or, more precisely, he
was the source of evil as the source of the world, for the world itself was evil
and had no part in redemption. For Marcion, like the Gnostics, “the world
had lost its right to be, so that the palpable fact of its existence evoked every
conceivable form of hostile judgment and condemnation,” 21 and thus the
redeeming God “enters into the world as an outsider and an alien Lord.”22
The gospel of the Alien Lord is thus radically new, in no way anticipated or
foreseen.
The God of the Old Testament, as the God of wrath, “justice,” and law,
was the enemy of Jesus Christ, who comes to save humanity from the world
and from the Jewish God who had made it.23 While there is debate as to
Marcion’s consistency in charactering the Old Testament God as both just
and evil, it is clear that ultimately the God of this world comes in for final
judgment, as does his people. For although Marcion’s thought tends towards
a universalism, he interprets the descent into hell as saving all those prior to
his coming except the Jewish leaders. Thus, in spite of the alien God being
the God of love, “the Jews, as the chosen people of the creator of the world,
are the enemies of Christ par excellence, and their patriarchs, prophets, and
leaders cannot be redeemed.”24
Redemption is the center of Marcion’s gospel, and ultimately
redemption is the gracious manifestation of the alien God himself in Jesus
Christ.25 Indeed, “the gospel is Jesus Christ.”26 We are redeemed from the
law above all, and thus from this world and its God. Tertullian said, “The
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separation of the law and gospel is the characteristic and foundational work
of Marcion.”27 Redemption is thus the self-manifestation of God in and as
Christ, to which believers respond in faith, and by which they are saved from
the law and promised deliverance from the world.
Because of God’s alien nature, Harnack argues that Marcion
“developed with utmost consistency the religion of inwardness.”28 He thus
radically separated soteriology from cosmology as a result of his emphasis
on creating a “biblical theology solely from the sacred documents.”29
We can summarize Marcion’s commitments into four key elements,
which I will organize around Jesus in accordance with Marcion’s theology,
for the first general element of Marcion’s thought is radical Christocentrism.
We can identify the following position as distinctive to Marcion’s
Christology and driving his Christocentrism: a complete separation of the
redemptive from the messianic or, put differently, the total de-Judaization of
soteriology, the doctrine of salvation. Jesus is not “the Christ” in any Jewish
sense (and thus in any historical sense), in spite of the inescapably Jewish
meaning of the term ho christos; Marcion, in fact, insisted that the Jewish
messiah was a political figure, and he was still to come.30 Thus, we can refer
to this point as Marcionist Christocentrism or the thesis of the
messianic/redeemer separation. Marcion’s position on the canon can be
viewed as both a cause and a consequence of this position, depending on
what perspective one takes.
The second element of Marcionism is the separation of what is now
called the Old and New Testament, with the former being exclusively Jewish
and the latter exclusively Christian. The Old Testament generally was a
problem in the early church, but it is important to focus specifically on
Marcion’s anti-Jewish rationale: the Old Testament, while a source of
valuable information, is the Testament of the creating and evil God and his
people, and thus it has nothing to do with the Redeemer, the Alien God. The
separability of the testaments and the separability of Jesus’ messianic and
redemptive status are mutually implicative, for adopting one should lead a
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thinker, if consistent, to the other.
A third feature of Marcionism is the separation of salvation from the
world, or soteriology from cosmology. This, too, flows from the other
positions, although perhaps with less obvious logical force. For if the world
is made by the God of the Old Testament, and the Old Testament has nothing
distinctive to contribute to Christianity, then Christianity must be intelligible
independently of the world the Jewish God created. The radical nature of the
redeemer implies that he creates, as it were, his own context of intelligibility.
The fourth, and most ontologically and cosmologically radical,
position distinctive to Marcionism is the positing of two Gods: one, the
creator portrayed in the Old Testament, the other, the purely good alien God
who is manifest in Jesus Christ. One could see this, too, as the ultimate
ground or consequent of the other positions, although it will be the position
least likely to be adopted by those sympathetic to the other three points, as
we will see.
Marcionism, then, which I intend as a heuristic concept, will refer to
these four theses of separation: (1) The separation of the messiah from the
redeemer; (2) the separation of the Old from the New Testament; (3) the
separation of soteriology from cosmology; and, finally (4) the separation of
the God of redemption, of Jesus Christ, from the God of creation and Israel.
Each of these theses characterizes Marcionism with respect to its (1)
Christology, (2) bibliology, (3) soteriology, and (4) cosmology/doctrine of
God, and they all constitute Marcion’s program for the purification of
Christianity from its Jewish elements, accomplished through the deJudaizing of Jesus, the scriptures, salvation, and God. It is in reference to
these separations and the program of de-Judaization they constitute, then,
that I will use the term “Marcionism” or related adjectives.
Marcion himself was excommunicated from the orthodox church in
the second-century. Marcionism, however, was not so easily expelled.31
Some 1600 hundred years after its appearance, Marcionism would rise
again to dominate, if from the shadows, the imagination of the greatest
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philosophers and theologians of modern German theology. How did this
happen? To answer that question, we need now to turn to Friedrich
Schleiermacher (1768-1834) and the book that defined modern liberal
theology.
Schleiermacher’s Theology in Context
How important is Schleiermacher’s major work? Consider one of the
greatest living scholars of Schleiermacher: “For sustained systematic power
and intellectual penetration, his dogmatic masterpiece The Christian Faith
(1821-2; 2nd ed., 1830-1) is unsurpassed in Christian theological literature.
[…] Perhaps it is only with the much earlier masterpiece of Western theology,
the Summa Theologiae of Thomas Aquinas, that the Glaubenslehre can be
justly compared.”32 B.A. Gerrish’s verdict would hardly engender protest in
any careful and sympathetic reader of the Glaubenslehre (hereafter: GL).
Although our concern will be primarily with Schleiermacher’s doctrine of
Scripture and later with his Christology, we need first to place
Schleiermacher and his great work in its historical context.33
Schleiermacher is part of not only the history of theology but also the
history of philosophy and, more broadly, the cultural history of nineteenthcentury Germany. He was one of the young romantics who were part of the
philosophical and religious revolution begun by Immanuel Kant. Kant’s
thought, which in its main effect combined a profound and radical
commitment to freedom as rational autonomy with an equally sustained and
rigorous commitment to science or Wissenschaft, had transformed the
intellectual world of Germany by the end of the eighteenth century.
Kant’s philosophy only achieved popularity and influence through the
pantheism controversy, which centered on the claim by F.H. Jacobi, shortly
after Gotthold Lessing’s death, that Lessing had been a Spinozist, which at
the time meant a pantheist, fatalist, and nihilist, and thus apparently an
enemy of the Enlightenment project for which he stood.34 The ultimate result
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of the pantheism controversy, quite contrary to Jacobi’s intentions, was to
legitimate the philosophy of Spinoza, which became a crucial force in
shaping the intellectual life of the youth in the 1790’s, who were to become
the great philosophers, writers, and theologians of their generation. This
group included Schelling, Hegel, the Schlegel brothers (Friedrich and
August), as well as Schleiermacher.
Although the period from the 1790’s to the 1830’s was one of huge
ferment philosophically and religiously, it is fair to characterize the thought
of the period in terms of a tendency towards holism (reflected in an emphasis
on unity, systematicity, and a shift to organic, rather than mechanical,
metaphors for nature), pantheism, derived from Spinoza, and the acceptance
of and emphasis upon Kantian freedom and the legitimacy of science. The
holism and scientific emphases of the period often joined, as in the German
Idealists,35 but even where they did not, the influence of Spinoza, especially
upon the German Romantics, like Schleiermacher, led to a general antipathy
to dualism and a positive assessment of the world and nature. In early
German Romanticism (Frühromantik), there was a particular reaction to the
extension of freedom in the thought of J.G. Fichte, who so emphasized the
radical creative nature of freedom that, in his early philosophy, he claimed
that ultimately the entire world is the product of pure spontaneous activity,
an activity of which we are somehow the source. Against this emphasis, the
early romantics found a crucial counterbalance to radical freedom in feeling
(Gefühl) and its uncovering of our experience of the givenness of reality, of
the world as a reality standing over against us, and not the result of our
activity.
This is the context in which we must consider Schleiermacher, since
his absolute feeling of dependence36 is a distinctively romantic notion and
his systematic emphases are characteristic of the period as a whole.
Schleiermacher’s GL was a conscious attempt to wed the modern world of
science, freedom, and Enlightenment with the Christian tradition, preserving
as much as possible of the latter without sacrificing the former. As a result
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of this commitment, Schleiermacher abandoned orthodox views of scripture
and whole-heartedly embraced historical criticism, even if his own critical
opinions can be seen, in retrospect, to have been biased towards his
theological commitments (hardly a rare or discrediting phenomenon).
Schleiermacher’s historical context provides hints, but nothing
conclusive, as to how and why he became particularly interested in Marcion
and, more important for our purposes, how and why he developed Marcionist
theological positions.
First, Immanuel Kant, easily the most significant philosopher for
Schleiermacher’s generation, as we have seen, published his influential
Religion innherhalb der Grenzen der bloßen Vernuft in 1793, and in it
articulated a Marcionist view of the Bible and Jesus, though with no
historical reference to Marcion or church history generally. Kant’s work
should not be underestimated for its influence on specifically philosophical
and theological anti-Judaism in the era of German Idealism, and a
consideration of this in full would require its own argument. 37 Moreover,
there was a strong strain of anti-Judaism in the Enlightenment generally, and
in Germany not just Kant but another great luminary of the age, Goethe,
expressed a deep prejudice towards the Old Testament, which is then found
in the major idealists, like Hegel in his early work.38 Klaus Beckman is thus
right to note that while Schleiermacher rejected Kant’s paradigm of religion
as morality, he could still incorporate his negative view of Judaism.39
Second, Marcion is the most infamous heretic in orthodox heresiology.
So Schleiermacher would have encountered him as a student through the
major patristic sources, particularly Irenaeus and Tertullian. But the first
scholarly source of Schleiermacher’s era to develop a historiographically
innovative view on Marcion, one that was both more nuanced and positive
than the traditional presentation, was the Genetische Entwicklung der
vornehmsten gnostischen Systeme of August Neander (1789-1850),
published in 1818.40 Neander was Schleiermacher’s younger colleague in
church history at the University of Berlin, and the first major historian of
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theology in the liberal theological tradition. In the second edition of the
Genetische Entwicklung he even called Marcion an “authentic Protestant.”41
While Schleiermacher’s later lectures in church history cite Neander,42 given
that Neander was a generation younger than Schleiermacher and influenced
by him,43 Neander’s work cannot explain Schleiermacher’s view of Marcion,
particularly as Schleiermacher expressed his Marcionist view of the Bible,
for example, as early as his the first edition (1811) of his Brief Outline of
Theology as a Field of Study, a book that scholars agree was revolutionary
in the development of modern theology as an academic discipline.44
Marcion’s presence in Christian consciousness is not new, given his
status; what is different about Schleiermacher’s context is the Enlightenment
and specifically Kantian background of a kind of philosophically motivated
anti-Judaism that may have contributed to a positive re-appraisal of the
historical Marcion. This is quite important to recognize. For theological antiJudaism and knowledge of Marcion had co-existed from the beginnings of
the orthodox tradition, but this had not led to widespread sympathy for
Marcion, or a transmutation of anti-Judaism into a Marcionist vein.
Schleiermacher, as we will see, is the catalyst of this change in theology, and
the rationalist and Kantian background, in which history proves problematic
to an ideal of pure reason or, in Schleiermacher, direct intuition, partly
explains how this shift could occur. Moreover, Schleiermacher’s appraisal
of Marcion cannot be separated from his long-standing prejudice against the
OT and his theologically negative view of Judaism in the Glaubenslehre, to
which we can now turn.45
Schleiermacher’s Bible and the Role of Judaism
Schleiermacher’s general position on Judaism’s relationship to
Christianity is to concede a “special historical connection” while denying
that Judaism is distinctively related to Christianity in its existence and aim,
viz. it is in the same position in relation to Christianity as is paganism.46 He
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makes this argument early, in the introductory material of GL, and his
argument is explicitly concerned to eliminate Judaism as a basis of, or
something that has an essential explanatory connection to, Christianity. Thus,
Christianity “cannot be seen as a transformation or renewed continuation of
Judaism.” 47 Jews and pagans, on Schleiermacher’s view, had and have
exactly the same relation to Christianity. Moreover, that in the Old
Testament which is “most definitely Jewish” has the “least value” for
Christians.48
This neutralization of any special interpretive significance that
Judaism might have for Christianity leads naturally to Schleiermacher’s
position on the Old Testament, as he himself observes.49 Claiming that one
could not have any proper confidence in a doctrine found in the Old
Testament that had no attestation in the New Testament, whereas any
doctrine taught in the New needs no support, he concludes that the “Old
Testament appears simply a superfluous authority for dogmatics.”50 Taken
as an argument, this is manifestly question-begging, for on the traditional
orthodox view of the equal and total inspiration of both testaments, a doctrine
could naturally be developed based on its presence in the Old Testament,
even if it was not attested in the New. To suggest otherwise is already to
downgrade the status of the Old Testament.
The significance of Schleiermacher’s claim does not rest on its
argumentative basis, however firm or shaky it may be,51 but rather on the
extraordinary significance of a major theologian, holding the most
prestigious position in theology at the time (Professor of Theology at the
newly-founded University of Berlin), claiming that the Old Testament was a
“superfluous authority for dogmatics.” This claim is reinforced when
Schleiermacher considers the doctrine of Scripture and the canon in more
detail.
In treating the doctrine of Scripture, all of Schleiermacher’s
propositions refer only to the New Testament, and thus he clearly does not
extend any classical doctrine of Scripture (even in his reformulated versions),
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such as inspiration and canonicity (130), or sufficiency (131), to the Old
Testament. This is the explicit dogmatic ratification not only of his early
claims about Judaism, but also his argument for the “superfluous” authority
of the Old Testament. He recognizes his divergence from the Christian
tradition here in section 132, where he says that his “exposition of this
doctrine diverges from custom in this respect, that in the two theorems the
New Testament writings alone were treated of . . . . Intentionally, however,
it is announced as a postscript, because it is merely polemical and therefore
will have lost its relevance as soon as the difference between the two
Testaments is generally recognized,” a state of affairs he rightly noted is still
“distant.”52
Schleiermacher is clearly committed, then, to the Marcionist thesis of
the separability of the Old and New Testaments. Moreover, although he
could not consistently adopt Marcion’s most radical cosmological thesis of
two different gods, he comes remarkably close to this position, especially
considering his general antipathy to dualism, when he speaks of the Old
Testament Law. For he claims that the Law cannot originate “from the same
Spirit” that God sends to us through Christ, and he further says that “nowhere
and in no way does Christ represent the sending of the Spirit, with whose
witness He combines the witness of the disciples, as the return of what had
already been there and had merely disappeared for a while.” 53 Thus,
Schleiermacher clearly denies the identity of the source of the Law and the
source of the Christian life. Given, then, that the historical and prophetic
books depend on the Law, the rest of the Old Testament, too, must originate
from “the common Spirit of the nation, thus not the Christian.”54
This extension of the separation of the Old and New Testaments down
to the separation of their sources provides profound testimony to the level at
which these Marcionist ideas penetrated Schleiermacher’s thought, for his
system could hardly provide a coherent defense of claims at this point, given
both their exegetical implausibility and their prima facie implication that
ultimately all things do not have the same source in God, a tenet
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Schleiermacher’s strong conception of the divine decrees and his holism
make necessary. His antipathy to the Law and privileging of the prophets is
itself not new, of course, but rather represented a long-standing trend in
critical interpretation which would receive its most influential form in Julius
Wellhausen’s theory of the formation of the Pentateuch, now known as the
documentary hypothesis.55
It should be clear that Schleiermacher’s thought can be justly
characterized as Marcionist. His separation of the spiritual sources of the two
Testaments provides a version of the fourth thesis, the separation of the God
of Israel from the God of Jesus Christ, even if this position does not seem to
fit well into Schleiermacher’s broader commitments or his historical context.
Moreover, he frequently emphasizes the newness of the Gospel, something
characteristic of Marcion, though not a tenet that by itself could justify
labeling a position Marcionist. Combined, however, with some of the
distinctive positions of Marcionism, Schleiermacher’s emphasis on the
newness of the Gospel takes on a deeper significance.
The major question that remains is: given that we observed the first
two Marcionist theses entailed each other, does Schleiermacher’s
Christology stand independently of his position on the Old Testament, or can
it be seen as a further instance of Marcionism in his theology? Consideration
of this question in conjunction with the primary way in which
Schleiermacher’s system is apparently opposed to Marcionism will help us
achieve a synthetic appraisal of the significance of Schleiermacher’s
Marcionism.
Schleiermacher’s Jesus: Christ, not Messiah
Schleiermacher’s theology is profoundly Christocentric, that is,
ordered by a profound and singular architectonic focus on the person of Jesus
as Schleiermacher sees him. This is a feature that has long been remarked
upon, for, as George Hunsinger notes, “thoroughgoing Christocentrism is
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one of the interesting features that distinguished modern theology from, say,
Protestant scholastic theology in the seventeenth century,” 56 and
Schleiermacher is the origin of this modern Christocentrism. Inseparable
from Schleiermacher’s Christocentrism is his emphasis on redemption, for
“only through Jesus and thus only in Christianity has redemption become the
central point of piety [and thus of religion].”57 Schleiermacher’s language of
the “central point” (Mittelpunkt) should be taken seriously, as section 11, but
more clearly the rest of GL, demonstrates. For it is to redemption that all
elements of Christian theology must be referred. As Christ is the source and
center of redemption, the one through which it is “universally and
completely accomplished,” 58 redemption and Jesus can be conceptually
distinguished, but they are not materially separate. Redemption, for
Schleiermacher, simply articulates the meaning of the identity of Jesus for
Christian theology; it has no separate material content, such as one might
find, for example, in the Exodus. As the primordial redemptive event in the
Old Testament, one patterned on the creation account itself, the Exodus, as
well as many other moments in the life of Israel, were viewed by Christians
as crucial parts of redemption that prefigure Jesus’ life and death, rather than,
as in Schleiermacher, seeing the entirety of God’s redemptive activity
localized in the person of Jesus, thereby eliminating the history of Israel from
the appraisal of Jesus. As we have seen, this is an explicit premise of
Schleiermacher’s theology.
Thus, neither Jesus nor redemption has anything essential to do with
Judaism. Jesus is, for all theological purposes, non-Jewish. As a fact of
omission, or an issue of absence, such a position might seem to imply that
there is little more one could adduce to establish the unimportance of Jesus’
Jewishness to his redeeming status than what we have already seen. It is true
that for much of Schleiermacher’s Christology, one would simply have to
present it and then note the absence of any essentially Jewish or messianic
dimension; this would be tedious and of little value, although it is crucially
true that Schleiermacher’s portrayal of redemption has no dependence on the
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idea of the messiah. Thus, Schleiermacher does indeed separate the
messianic from the redemptive in Jesus.
Schleiermacher is, however, sensitive to the fact that Jesus’
development, and particularly his Jewish context, poses a problem for his
ideality, and thus in section 93 he explicitly discusses various views, some
of which could make “Christianity only a new evolution of Judaism, though
one saturated by foreign wisdom from the time, and Jesus only a more or
less original and revolutionary reformer of the Jewish law.”59 In a complex
discussion whose details we can set aside, Schleiermacher argues that what
is essential to Jesus’ identity as the redeemer is his pure self-activity, which
is in no way impaired by or tainted from the historical peculiarities of his
situation. Near the end of his discussion he notes:
Here we can only call attention in passing and by anticipation to the
influence which this
conception of the ideality of the Redeemer in the
perfectly natural historicity of his career
exercises on all the Christian
doctrines current in the Church, all of which must be
formulated
differently if that conception more or less is given up.60
Although Schleiermacher is prudently cautious, this is exactly what he thinks
should happen, as his theology clearly indicates.
Schleiermacher thus “epitomize[s] the process whereby the standard
model of Christian theology is outfitted for life in the modern world through
a process of de-Judaization.”61 More specifically, we can and should call this
the Marcionizing tendency of modern theology.
Of the four theses of separation that I used to characterize Marcionism,
Schleiermacher holds to the first, second, and third, but only partially to the
fourth. Christology is, as with Marcion, at the center of Schleiermacher’s
thought, although we have come to it through his bibliology, for it is there
that he most clearly advocates a form of Marcionism. The Christological
corollary, as we have now seen, follows closely from, or could be said even
to cause, Schleiermacher’s view of the Old Testament. We have not spoken
of Schleiermacher’s position on soteriology and cosmology, but this is
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because the very methodology of the GL separates salvation from any
statements about the cosmos or even nature, thus re-enacting Marcion’s
separation of cosmology and soteriology at a formal, or methodological,
level. Schleiermacher rejects the historicity of the Fall, rejects any cosmic
consequences of it, and with equal consistency rejects the idea that
redemption concerns the cosmos. For as the cosmos has not fallen, so the
cosmos is not the object of redemption, for redemption has to do with Christconsciousness, which the cosmos could only be said to experience insofar as
humans are part of it. Schleiermacher is, in his famous description, a pietist
of a higher order, and the GL is arguably the apex of inwardness in the
modern theological tradition. No more radical focus on inwardness could be
conceived than Marcion’s, but Schleiermacher’s theology, in a move that
becomes characteristic of German liberalism, cordons off theology from
nature and science—as well as from metaphysics and history—and finds the
distinguishing nature of religion in an inward, non-conceptual state of the
person, viz. feeling. 62 Schleiermacher could be said to hold to, or tend
towards, the fourth thesis of the separation of the God of Israel from the God
of Jesus in virtue of the strict differentiation of the sources of the Old
Testament and of Jesus, a point that should not be neglected.
But the positing of two different Gods, for which Marcion is most
well-known, entails a radical cosmological and ontological dualism of an
extremity that is unusual in the history of philosophy and theology in the
modern world. 63 Moreover, it is here critical to recall Schleiermacher’s
intellectual context, characterized, as I noted, by holism, a respect for science
or Wissenschaft, Kantian freedom, and pantheism. The entire tendency of the
age, evident in his own thought (and explicit in his hermeneutics), was
against any ultimate or insuperable dualism and towards an emphasis on the
systematic context in which meaning is created, the interdependency of the
parts of the whole, and the prioritizing of the whole over the parts, which
often leads to a methodological preference for synthetic rather than analytic,
or decompositional, modes of reasoning. The systematicity for which the GL
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is praised by Gerrish and many others is an expression of this holism, as well
as Schleiermacher’s view of theology as a science or Wissenschaft. Thus, the
most ontologically radical feature of Marcion’s thought comes into direct
conflict with the tendency of theology and philosophy in the nineteenth
century. Yet in spite of that, we have seen how a kind of systematically
incoherent impulse towards theological dualism emerges exactly where one
would expect it, given our argument: in Schleiermacher’s treatment of the
God of Israel.
Schleiermacher’s intellectual and cultural context is important for
understanding why the Marcionism evident in his theology does not extend
to theological dualism.64 It should not obstruct from view the fact that on the
most crucial theological question, viz. who is Jesus, the father of modern
theology follows in the footsteps of Marcion, and that his commitment is
deep enough to lead him to argue for the non-canonical status of the Old
Testament as Christian Scripture, a Christocentrism whose only historical
parallel is Marcion, and to a noted antipathy towards the God of the Old
Testament (and thus an implicit dissociation of Israel’s God from the God of
Jesus).
The Christianity at the foundation of modern theology is a Christianity
without Judaism. In this elimination of Judaism we find the crucially modern
function of Schleiermacher’s Marcionism: a theological flight from history.
Schleiermacher’s later thought, as Beckmann observes, heightens the
tensions between Schleiermacher’s commitment to history as a biblical
scholar and his view of the theological significance of Jesus, 65 which
continued to move apart in liberal theology. How history and meaning relate
is arguably the foundational problem of nineteenth-century philosophy and
theology, but it is critical to see that this problem has a concrete form for
Christian theology, viz. Judaism’s relationship to Christianity, and that the
dominant response to this problem, as we see in Schleiermacher, is a revival
of Marcionism for the modern world.
Nachleben: Marcion’s Heirs
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The neglect of Schleiermacher’s Marcionism in scholarship has
entailed a blindness to the significance of Marcionism for nineteenth-century
theology as a whole. If any century could be said to belong to Marcion, it
was the nineteenth. In biblical scholarship, J. C. O’Neill has shown that it
was essentially Marcion’s theory of the relationship between Paul and
Judaism that drove New Testament criticism. 66 He concludes that the
“history of nineteenth-century New Testament criticism is the history of how
Marcion’s theory has not been sustained; but it is also the history of how
Marcion’s theory was always being modified but never clearly
abandoned . . . . Marcion the historian has his greatest success in the
nineteenth century.”67 But, as this article has argued, it was not just Marcion
the historian, but also Marcion the theologian, who had his greatest success
in the nineteenth century. For the first time, a pre-eminent, respected
theologian of the Christian church had, in the greatest, and founding, work
of modern theology, argued for a Christianity essentially free of Judaism,
thereby advancing Marcionism into the heart of Protestantism: its doctrine
of the Bible and its doctrine of Christ. And Schleiermacher had heirs.
Ferdinand Christian Baur, the founder of the Tübingen School, was
the most influential advocate of the essentially Marcionist theory of the New
Testament and early Christianity to which O’Neill referred.68 But he was also
a theologian who founded the discipline of historical theology and did
extensive and deeply influential scholarship on the history of the Christian
church, its theology, and Gnosticism. 69 Baur saw in the thought of
Schleiermacher and his contemporaries the resurgence of what he called
Christian Gnosis. 70 Baur recognized in Schleiermacher’s thought a
religious-philosophical foundation that was in accord with earlier forms of
Gnosticism, and he was quick to note not only Schleiermacher’s position on
Judaism and the Old Testament, but also its antecedent: the “history of the
philosophy of religion presents no more noteworthy parallel [to
Schleiermacher’s position on the Old Testament and his “antipathy to
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Judaism”] than [...] the antinomianism of Marcion.”71 Baur thus recognized
the deeply anti-Jewish character of Schleiermacher’s thought and compared
it to Marcion’s.
It is no accident that it is Adolf von Harnack, author of the history of
theology “with which every other scholar in the field [of early Christianity]
must contend,”72 who also wrote what has remained the standard scholarly
study of Marcion. Harnack was the great representative of liberal theology
in Wilhelmine Germany and the founding father of the scholarly tradition in
historical theology that produced B.A. Gerrish and Jaroslav Pelikan, among
others. 73 Harnack recognized the connection between Baur’s Tübingen
School and Marcion, judging that, although Baur did not deny that Paul
“recognized the Old Testament and the God of the Old Testament,” Baur’s
difference from Marcion is “not so great,” for “to [him] Paul too had
surrendered ‘in idea’ the Old Testament God, and in a certain sense he was
correct in this assertion.”74 Harnack likewise recognized Schleiermacher’s
connection to Marcion: “On the historical-critical and religious grounds,
then, it follows from this with inescapable necessity—particularly since the
concept of inspiration in its old sense was dissolved—that any sort of
equation of the Old Testament with the New Testament and any authority
for the Old Testament in Christianity cannot be maintained. Schleiermacher,
and others along with him, clearly recognized this: Marcion was given his
due.”75
Harnack’s own position is clear. Recognizing that the question of the
Old Testament “still today confronts and challenges Protestant Christianity,”
he claims that “this book [the Old Testament] will be everywhere esteemed
and treasured in its distinctiveness and its significance (the prophets) only
when the canonical authority to which it is not entitled is withdrawn from
it.”76
There is thus a direct line running from Schleiermacher to the two
great historical theologians of the liberal tradition, the architects of the
historical narrative that defined liberal Protestantism throughout the
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nineteenth and into the twentieth century: historical theology’s founder, Baur,
and its great representative into the twentieth century, Harnack. What the
latter figures share with each other is the recognition of Schleiermacher’s
Marcionism; and it is precisely that Marcionism that binds all three, for what
they recognize in Schleiermacher they supported, mutatis mutandis, in their
own theologies.
In 1921, a century ago this year, Harnack published the first edition of
his monograph on Marcion, with its stunning subtitle: Das Evangelium vom
fremden Gott (The Gospel of the Alien God). He concluded, as we have seen,
with a plea for the recognition that Marcion’s time had come. It was time for
a Redeemer who was not a messiah, a Christianity free of Judaism. In the
evidence detailing Schleiermacher’s Marcionism, I have shown that
Harnack’s plea was not a departure from, but a fulfillment of, the wishes of
the founder of modern theology.
In 1939, Marcion’s time did come, in a way, for that was the year that
the “Institute for the Study and Eradication of Jewish Influence on German
Church Life” was founded.77 The fact that Schleiermacher was a Marcionist
in key aspects of his theology does not itself constitute evidence that
Schleiermacher himself was anti-Semitic. 78 Nevertheless, it would be
fatuous to deny any connection between Marcionism and antisemitism, for
Marcionism presents Judaism as a decidedly inferior religion and Jews as the
adherents of an inferior God.
Christian theologians and scholars of Christianity, by failing either to
recognize the reality or the significance of Schleiermacher’s Marcionism,
have unwittingly covered over the historically momentous fact that the most
academically respectable form of Christian theology in the modern world
was rooted in a Christianity excised of its Jewishness. Moreover, as a
theological point, Schleiermacher’s Marcionism, the revival of one of the
most ancient heresies in the most esteemed modern theologian, constitutes a
shift in Christian theology that is at least as significant as Schleiermacher’s
theory of religion or his other reformulations of Christian doctrine.
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The significance of Schleiermacher’s Marcionism to two of his most
famous heirs, Baur and Harnack, suggests that the position was passed onto
the liberal tradition and may in fact constitute a distinguishing characteristic
of German liberal theology, just as Franz Rosenzweig thought. Marcionism
may be Schleiermacher’s largely unacknowledged legacy to modern
theology. Support for this claim comes from a live controversy in
contemporary German theology, centered on an article published in 2013 by
Notger Slenczka, chair of systematic theology at the Humboldt University
of Berlin – the literal successor to Schleiermacher, who helped found the
university and held its first Chair of Systematic Theology.
In “Die Kirche und das Alte Testament,”79 Slenczka argues for the
elimination of the Old Testament from the canon, explicitly invoking the
support of Schleiermacher and Harnack, yet making no serious reference to
Marcion or to the fact that Schleiermacher’s argument, as I have shown, is
about eliminating Judaism from the concept of Christianity. Many of the
dimensions of Slenczka’s argument would require a separate treatment that
can engage the issues in systematic theology he raises as well the postHolocaust context that makes his argument even more disturbing than
Harnack’s plea in the early twenties.
What is worth noting here, and what unfortunately illustrates the depth
of anti-Judaism still present in modern theology, is that Slenczka’s position
entirely ignores decades of scholarship on antisemitism and anti-Judaism, as
well as historical work on the apostle Paul, the historical Jesus, and Christian
origins; his article cites not a single scholarly book on Christianity and antiJudaism and makes no reference to the Holocaust, the German Christian
movement, or the “Institute for the Study and Eradication of Jewish
Influence on German Church Life.”80 His article is utterly oblivious to its
problematic character vis-à-vis the tradition of Christian anti-Judaism (and
the same problematic character of Schleiermacher and Harnack’s position)
and the status of the Old Testament under the Nazis. 81 In the ensuing
controversy that his article has provoked in Germany, it was accused of anti-
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Judaism. That Slenczka could claim to be “astonished” by the accusation
because an “essential argument of his position” was to further ChristianJewish dialogue82 is a testament to the historically naïve character of so much
systematic theology today and the enduring ignorance of the importance of
Marcion and anti-Judaism in modern theology. Most Christian theology
proceeds as if Christian anti-Judaism does not exist, as if it were not part of
Christian theology, and, even worse, as if the Holocaust should have no
influence on the practice of theology, particularly as its pertains to the
relationship of Christianity and Judaism. That Slenczka can profess
astonishment at the accusation of anti-Judaism today, over 70 years after the
Holocaust and after decades of scholarship on Christianity and anti-Judaism
and antisemitism, demonstrates the isolation of academic theology from
what might reasonably be construed as relevant areas of historical
scholarship. Such isolation from importantly related scholarly domains is not
unique to contemporary German theology nor to the topic of anti-Judaism,
but is part of a broader problem in modern theology, one which pertains
directly to the lacuna that this article has sought to point out and address.
Modern, liberal theology attempts to justify its position in the
university by claiming to be a serious academic discipline, one Wissenschaft
among others. 83 Yet the rise of historical consciousness posed major
problems to Christianity’s historical self-understanding and, as my argument
has shown, Judaism not only represents these problems for Christianity but
can be seen as the cutting edge of the problem of history. 84 It is not an
accident that it is the two most influential and powerful church historians and
scholars of the liberal tradition, Baur and Harnack, who evince an awareness
of Schleiermacher’s radical position on Scripture and its connection to
Marcion.
For it is precisely the attempt to present the development of
Christianity as a historical subject that acutely and unavoidably confronts the
scholar with the question of Judaism; and it is in this historicist context that
Marcionism gains a distinctively modern appeal. Judaism’s relationship to
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Christianity thus becomes a symbol for the crisis that Christian theology
faces when it seeks to maintain a distinctively theological and Christian
identity by ignoring history and Judaism.
Slenczka’s argument, essentially an attempt to repristinate
Schleiermacher, is a timely example of how far systematic theologians are
from being able to carry out this task with any historical plausibility. The
issues he raises are important for theologians and biblical scholars. But the
importance of his subject does not excuse the complete failure of theology
as a discipline—for it is unfair to put all the weight on Slenczka’s single
article, given his position in academic theology—to take responsibility for
its own role in creating and perpetuating anti-Judaism, which is only one of
many prejudices that the modern university has been complicit in spreading
and justifying throughout its history.85 Taking responsibility for this history
means, at a minimum, understanding the deep connections between antiJudaism and the development of Christianity, theology, and philosophy,
particularly in the German tradition that has so powerfully shaped liberal
Christianity and the research university.
Ultimately the nature of this Marcionist anti-Judaic legacy and its
connections to German Idealism and post-Idealist thought, the crisis era of
Weimar, and the Third Reich require detailed exploration far beyond the
scope of an article. My goal here has been to make clear, for readers across
various disciplines, this basic yet neglected truth. If it is true that
Schleiermacher is the father of modern theology – and it is – then it is also
true that modern Protestant Christianity owes a profound, yet
unacknowledged debt to Marcion, and its theologians must reckon with their
origins as Marcion’s heirs.
___________________________________________________________
***: This article owes debts to various anonymous past readers whose comments greatly improved its
earlier versions. I owe a special debt to a Baron Foundation Grant from the Yale Center for the Study of
Antisemitism, which funded research for this project in its early stages, to Miroslav Volf, who read the first
version, and especially to Paul Franks, who encouraged the project and provided invaluable support.
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1 “Sobald man es als eine religiöse Geschmackssache gelten läßt habe ich ja gar nichts
dawider; aber der dogmatischen Adhibition des Alten Testaments verdanken wir doch
entsezlich viel übles in unserer Theologie. Und wenn man den Marcion richtig
verstanden und nicht verkezert hätte, so wäre unsere Lehre von Gott viel reiner
geblieben. Dies halte ich für nothwendig aufs allerstärkste zu sagen, und für mich ist es
eine Gewissenssache […]” Friedrich Schleiermacher to Ludwig Gottfried Blanc, April
23, 1830, in Schleiermacher, Aus Schleiermachers Leben: In Briefen, ed. Ludwig Jonas
and Wilhelm Dilthey (Berlin, 1858-1863), 4:496. My translation.
2 See Franz Rosenzweig to Margrit Rosenstock-Huessy, February 20, 1921, Die
“Gritli”-Briefe. Briefe an Margrit Rosenstock-Huessy, ed. Inken Rühle and Reinhold
Mayer (Tübingen: Bilam Verlag), 736, and Benjamin Pollock, who has uncovered this
aspect of Rosenzweig’s thought in Franz Rosenzweig’s Conversions: World Denial and
World Redemption (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014), and idem, “On the
Road to Marcionism: Rosenzweig's Early Theology,” Jewish Quarterly Review 102:3
(2012), 224-255.
3 Adolf Jülicher, “Ein Moderner Paulus-Ausleger,” Christliche Welt 34 (1920), No. 29,
453-457, reprinted in Anfänge der dialektischen Theologie, ed. Jürgen Moltmann
(München: Chr. Kaiser, 1962), 87-98, here, 97-98. Cf. Barth’s comments (mentioning
both Harnack and Jülicher) about Marcion in the preface to the second edition, which
acknowledge similarities but claim they break down, in Karl Barth, The Epistle to the
Romans, trans. Edwyn C. Hoskyn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933), 13.
4 David Nirenberg, Anti-Judaism: The Western Tradition (New York, 2013). For the
period that is the focus of this article, see particularly Nirenberg, Anti-Judaism, 48-134,
and 237-422; Paul E. Capetz, “Friedrich Schleiermacher on the Old Testament,”
Harvard Theological Review 102:3 (2009), 297-326; Paul Franks, “Inner Anti-Semitism
or Kabbalistic Legacy?” in Yearbook of German Idealism, Volume VII: Faith and
Reason (Berlin, 2010), 254-279; Alan Davies, “Racism and German Protestant
Theology: Prelude to the Holocaust,” Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science 450 (1980), 20-34; Amy Newman, “The Death of Judaism in Protestant
Theology from Luther to Hegel,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 61:3
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(1993), 455-484; David Charles Smith, “Protestant Anti-Judaism in the German
Emancipation Era,” 36:3 (1974), 203-219; Klaus Beckman, Die fremde Wurzel: Altes
Testament und Judentum in der evangelischen Theologie des 19. Jahrhunderts
(Göttingen, 2002); Anders Gerdmar, Roots of Theological Anti-Semitism: German
Biblical Interpretation and the Jews, from Herder and Semler to Kittel and Bultmann
(Leiden, 2009).
5 As well as those already cited, cf. Susannah Heschel, Abraham Geiger and the Jewish
Jesus (Chicago, 1998), idem, The Aryan Jesus: Christian Theologians and the Bible in
Nazi Germany (Princeton, 2008); Paula Fredriksen, Augustine and the Jews: A
Christian Defense of Judaism (New York, 2008), idem, “The Birth of Christianity and
the Origins of Christian Anti-Judaism,” in Jesus, Judaism, and Christian Anti-Judaism,
eds. Fredriksen and Adele Reinhartz (Louisville, 2002); Marvin Perry and Frederick M.
Schweitzer, Antisemitism: Myth and Hate from Antiquity to the Present (New York,
2002); John Gager, The Origins of Anti-Semitism: Attitudes Towards Judaism in Pagan
and Christian Antiquity (Oxford, 1983), 13-34; and Robert P. Ericksen, Theologians
under Hitler (New Haven, 1985), idem, Complicity in the Holocaust: Churches and
Universities in Nazi Germany (Cambridge, 2012).
6 That this is a disciplinary problem with academic theology will be illustrated by the
example of Notger Slenzscka, below.
7 Such collaborative work is well-represented by the scholars cited above. Nirenberg,
for example, demonstrates a remarkable mastery of the different fields of scholarship
with which he interacts; the fact that neither he, Heschel, nor Confino, for example,
recognizes the significance of Schleiermacher for their arguments exemplifies the
deficiency in the literature on Schleiermacher (and modern theology more broadly) and
anti-Judaism, not a deficiency in the broader scholarship to which their works
contribute.

8 Examples abound, illustrating the complex and shifting boundaries of disciplinarity,
in recent works like Peter Eli Gordon, Continental Divide: Heidegger, Cassirer, Davos
(Cambridge, 2010), idem, Rosenzweig and Heidegger: Between Judaism and German
Philosophy (Berkeley, 2005), and Benjamin Lazier, God Interrupted: Heresy and the
European Imagination between the World Wars (Princeton, 2012), the last of which
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won its author an award for “theological promise” from the John Templeton
Foundation. Part of this shift seems to be linked to the decline of traditional historical
theology and church history, and its replacement by intellectual history, although, as
shown in Samuel Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History (Cambridge, 2010),
6, a “church history” model extends far beyond explicitly religious work. Alternately, it
should be noted that recent “historical theology” is written much more like intellectual
history – that is, more independent of any confessional commitments of the author – as
can be seen in recent work by Johannes Zachhuber, Zachary Purvis, and Judith Wolfe.
This article could been as exemplifying both trends, which converge towards modes of
narrating the histories of ideas in which authors are both less likely to narrate according
to some preexisting religious or ideological commitments and are more self-conscious
about the importance of such commitments in writing history and in history itself, hence
the increasing turn of “secular” authors and fields towards religious topics.
9 Although the concern of this argument is exclusively with his theology,
Schleiermacher was far more than a theologian. Besides being the preeminent Plato
scholar of his era and one of the instrumental figures in the founding of the University
of Berlin, he was also a philosopher and popular preacher. For a sense of his intellectual
breadth, cf. Jacqueline Mariña, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Friedrich
Schleiermacher (Cambridge, 2006), and the unsurpassed though incomplete biography
by Wilhelm Dilthey, Leben Schleiermachers, ed. Martin Redeker (Berlin, 1966).
10 The most sustained and thorough treatment of Schleiermacher’s views on the Old
Testament and Judaism is Beckman, Die fremde Wurzel, 34-135, and it is this account
on which Gerdmar, Roots of Theological Anti-Semitism, 61-76, and Capetz,
“Schleiermacher on the Old Testament,” largely draw. Also relevant for
Schleiermacher’s relation to Judaism and its role in his system is Matthias Blum, “Ich
Wäre ein Judenfeind? Zu Antijudaismus in Schleiermachers Theologie und Pädagogik
(Köln: Böhlau, 2010), who clearly recognizes Schleiermacher’s Marcionism and its
importance. See, ibid., 80 ff. Beckman’s book provides an invaluable source of data and
insight, but the way he shapes his argument around Schleiermacher’s successors and not
the main stream of the liberal tradition results in his missing the broader significance of
Schleiermacher’s Marcionism, which he deserves credit for noting, if not drawing out
its significance, in, e.g., Die Fremde Wurzel, 83, 93. My own argument is historical,
whereas Beckman’s is theological in its orientation, as is made clear especially at ibid.,
347-349. Moreover, no general introduction to Schleiermacher contains a substantive
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account of his Marcionism, resulting in the current situation: ask most Christian
theologians, including experts with Ph.D.s, whether they were aware that
Schleiermacher proposed eliminating the Old Testament from the canon, and they will
be surprised. It should be noted, however, that opponents and observers of theological
liberalism, whether conservative Catholic or Protestant, have from early on seen the
connection between Schleiermacher and Marcion, even if they have not treated the fact
in scholarly depth or systematically. Cf. The British Quarterly Review IX (1849), which
in a careful overview of Schleiermacher’s system recognizes his rejection of the Old
Testament vis-à-vis Marcion at ibid., 327, and concludes by holding Schleiermacher up
as an example of how theology ought not to be developing. Likewise, recently the
evangelical theologian Gerald McDermott, The Great Theologians: A Brief Guide
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2010), 145-146, briefly mentions Marcion in connection to
Schleiermacher as a warning to his readers.
11 This term will be used in order to keep clear and reflect the Christian perspective on
the Tanakh, and does not constitute an endorsement of the perspective from which it
arises.
12 Capetz, “Schleiermacher on the Old Testament,” 297, 300, 321-324, mentions or
discusses Marcion but his argument differs substantially from my own, for he is
concerned to argue directly with Schleiermacher about historical criticism and theology,
especially ibid., 321ff., and then provide his own theological proposal; Gerdmar, Roots
of Theological Anti-Semitism, 61-76, provides a valuable historical summary, but he
only mentions Marcion’s significance in one sentence, at ibid., 64, and does not develop
the comment in his analysis; Franks, “Inner Anti-Semitism,” clearly grasps the
significance of a “neo-Marcionite” tendency of the period, and his article is essential for
treatment of the German Idealists, but as its focus is on philosophy, not theology, it does
not cover Schleiermacher.
13 Cf. Franks, “Inner Anti-Semitism,” 261-267. A fuller development of the current
argument would need to consider Kant and Schleiermacher as the founders,
respectively, of modern German philosophy and theology. Read in his light, their
opposition to the Old Testament and their de-Judaized conception of Christianity take
on a new significance, one that, as I suggest below, needs to be considered in the
context of the problem of history in modern theology and philosophy.
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14 Cf. Marcion und seine kirchengeschichtliche Wirkung, ed. Gerhard May, et al.
(Berlin, 2002); John W. Marshall, “Misunderstanding the New Paul: Marcion’s
Transformation of the Sonderzeit Paul,” Journal of Early Christian Studies 20:1 (2012),
1-29; Judith M. Lieu, Marcion and the Making of a Heretic: God and Scripture in the
Second Century (Cambridge, 2015). A Marcion that is only “historical” is not only
impossible, but would be of limited use in interpreting Marcion’s influence, which is
more a question of how, in general, he has been seen and interpreted, than how we think
he ought to be seen. Cf. Lieu, Marcion, 293: “Any attempt to elicit from such multiple
‘constructed Marcions’ [referring to his polemical opponents through whom alone we
know about him and his writing] a plausible ‘historical Marcion’ is fraught with
difficulty, and this remains true even with an optimistic assessment of the possible
recovery of his own core texts.”
15 Adolf von Harnack, Marcion: Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott (Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1985) [ET: Marcion: The Gospel of the Alien God,
trans. John E. Steely and Lyle D. Bierma (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 1990).
(German/English). Translations of Marcion, unless otherwise noted, are from this
edition.
16 Cf. Erwin Panofsky’s apt remarks on the relativity of the primary/secondary source
distinction in his “Art History as a Humanistic Discipline,” in Meaning in the Visual
Arts, 10.
17 See Adolf von Harnack, Marcion, 22/15
18 Jaroslav Pelikan, The Christian Tradition: A History of the Development of Doctrine
1: The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition (100-600) (Chicago, 1971), 71. My account
of Marcion is drawn primarily from Harnack and Pelikan, as well to a lesser extent from
J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, rev. ed. (Peabody, 1978), 56-78. This is
because our concern, as noted, lies in the Marcion of tradition; it is beyond the scope of
this article to engage the current controversies among scholars of the New Testament
and early Christianity regarding Marcion, which, though very important, do not affect
my argument, or sometimes even each others’: cf. Marshall, “Misunderstanding the
New Paul,” 3ff.
19 Harnack, Marcion, 22/15. It is reasonable to wonder, as one scholar did in response
to an earlier version of this article, drawing on Heikki Räissänen, Marcion, Muhammad,
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and the Mahatma: Exegetical Perspectives on the Encounter of Cultures and Faiths
(London, 1997), whether it would have “gone better for the Jews” had Marcion’s vision
triumphed. Setting aside the intrinsic difficulties of such a counter-factual, so long as
historians agree that Jesus was Jewish and that his movement was embedded in Second
Temple Judaism (as all serious scholars do), it is plain that Marcion, in de-Judaizing
Christianity, created a radical form of theological anti-Judaism based on a falsehood, for
Jesus was Jewish. That modern Marcionism of the kind this article treats could be
benign for Jews and Judaism is difficult to imagine, whatever may have been the case in
a hypothetical antiquity.
20

To my view as a historian of philosophy, the rejection of allegory, while not deciding
the issue of Marcion’s relationship to philosophy, points strongly towards his rather
unique biblicism, which Harnack seems to me right in emphasizing, and thus some sort
of, perhaps incoherent, antipathy to philosophy.
21 Ibid., 3/2.
22 Ibid. 4/3.
23 Ibid., 32-33/23.

24 Harnack, Marcion, 205/127, translation modified.
25 Ibid., 121-122/82.
26 Ibid.
27 Tertullian, Adversus Marcionem, 1.19, ed. E. Evans (Oxford, 1972), my translation:
“Separatio legis et evangelii proprium et principale opus est Marcionis.” Cf. Harnack,
Marcion, 93-95/65-66, 106-118/73-79. In this, the comparisons with Luther are quite
understandable, as no thinker, besides Marcion, is so famous for separating the law and
gospel.
28 Ibid. 5/3.
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29 Ibid., 211/130.
30 Pelikan, The Christian Tradition I, 75. Marcion’s Christology is, as one would
imagine in consequence of his other views, broadly docetic, in that he denies a
genuinely human body to Jesus, and also denies that he therefore was born.
31 I use the term “orthodox” historically to refer to the party and theology that was
legalized under Constantine, triumphed at the Council of Nicea, and became the civil
cult under Theodosius.
32 B.A. Gerrish, “Friedrich Schleiermacher,” in Nineteenth Century Religious Thought
in the West: Volume 1, ed. Ninian Smart et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985), 124.
33 My focus is exclusively on the GL because of its standing and influence on
dogmatics. For an excellent interpretation of Schleiermacher in the context of both
German philosophy and theology, see Gary Dorrien, Kantian Reason and Hegelian
Spirit: The Idealistic Logic of Modern Theology (Oxford, 2012), 1-22, 85-108. Dorrien,
ibid., 102, mentions Schleiermacher’s negative view of Judaism, but it does not play
any further role in his presentation of Schleiermacher’s theology. Cf. Richard Crouter,
Friedrich Schleiermacher: Between Enlightenment and Romanticism (Cambridge,
2008); Claude Welch, Protestant Thought in the Nineteenth Century, Volume 1 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1972), 1-85. The classical biographical study remains
Dilthey, Leben Schleiermachers. For Schleiermacher’s relationship to nineteenth
century Judaism and the complex birth of Judaism as a modern “religion,” see Leora
Batnizky, How Judaism Became a Religion: An Introduction to Modern Jewish Thought
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013), 25 ff, as well as Richard Crouter and
Julia A. Klassen, eds., A Debate on Jewish Emancipation and Christian Theology in
Old Berlin (Indianapolis, 2004).
34 For a treatment of this issue and the general context of German Idealism and
romanticism, see Samuel Loncar, “From Jena to Copenhagen: Kierkegaard’s Relations
to German Idealism and the Critique of Autonomy in the Sickness Unto Death,”
Religious Studies 47:2 (2011), 201-216. For a detailed study of the pantheism
controversy, the best book remains Frederick Beiser, The Fate of Reason: German
Philosophy from Kant to Fichte (Cambridge, 1987); for studies of early German
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Romanticism, see Frederick Beiser, German Idealism: The Struggle Against
Subjectivism, 1781-1801 (Cambridge, 2002), 349-464, idem, The Romantic Imperative:
The Concept of Early German Romanticism (Cambridge, 2006), Manfred Frank,
Unendliche Annäherung: Die Anfänge der philosophischen Frühromantik (Berlin,
1997), and Dalia Nassar, The Romantic Absolute: Knowing and Being in Early German
Romanticism (Chicago, 2013), and idem, ed., The Relevance of Romanticism: Essays on
German Romantic Philosophy (Oxford, 2014)
35 See Paul Franks, All or Nothing: Systematicity, Transcendental Arguments, and
Skepticism in German Idealism (Cambridge, 2005), for an interpretation of German
Idealism in terms of what Franks calls “holistic monism.”
36 My use of “absolute feeling of dependence” rather than the normal English
translation, “feeling of absolute dependence” is connected to a complex philosophical
and linguistic debate on which only a few articles have been written. In brief, besides
the fact that “the absolute feeling of…” is grammatically the better translation of “das
schlechthinnige Abhängigkeitsgefühl,” (the adjective modifies the noun and through it
the compound genitive) the philosophical context is a polemical and romantic critique
of Fichte’s idea of absolute freedom.
37 Cf. Paul Franks, “Inner Anti-Semitism or Kabalistic Legacy?”
38 Cf. Wilhelm Lutgert, Die Religion des deutschen Idealismus und ihr Ende: Dritter
Teil: Höhe und Niedergang des Idealismus (Gütersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 1926), 46-50,
and on anti-Judaism in the period generally, Nirenberg, Anti-Judaism, 325-422.
39 Die Fremde Wurzel, 43. Beckman goes on to note Schleiermacher shifts the grounds
of the rejection from moral to aesthetic, which is true, but as we will see below,
Schleiermacher’s mature theological rejection of Judaism could more aptly be described
as metaphysically or cosmically grounded.
40 See Neander, Genetische Entwicklung der vornehmsten gnostischen Systeme (Berlin,
1818).
41 Gerhard May, “‘Ein ächter Protestant’. Markion in der Sicht August Neanders,” in
May, Markion: Gesammelte Aufsätze, ed. Katharina Greschat and Martin Meiser
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(Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 2005), 111-118, here: 113.
42 Cf. Schleiermacher, Kritische Ausgabe 11.6, Vorlesungen, 45.
43 See for example the evidence of Neander’s disappointment in Schleiermacher’s
sermons in contrast to his Reden in Lutgert, Die Religion des deutschen Idealismus:
Zweiter Teil; Idealismus und Erweckungsbewegung (Gütersloh: Bertelsman, 1923), 98.
44 See the excellent postscript by Terrence N. Nice in his edition: Friedrich
Schleiermacher, Brief Outline of Theology as a Field of Study, third edition
(Westminster John Knox Press, 2011), 127-156, and on the rejection of the Old
Testament, ibid., 144. On Schleiermacher in the context of the university, and the
significance of the Kurze Darstellung, see especially Zachary Purvis, Theology and the
University in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016),
110-165.
45 Beckman, Die Fremde Wurzel, who has the most detailed and valuable material on
Schleiermacher’s view of the OT, notes both the lack of major interest in this topic and
yet the long-standing recognition of Schleiermacher’s “Grunddefizit” in this area. Cf.
Die Fremde Wurzel, 31 ff.
46 “Das Christenthum steht zwar in einem besonderen geschichtlichen Zusammenhange
mit dem Judenthum,” Friedrich Schleiermacher, Der Christliche Glaube nach den
Grundsätzen der evangelischen Kirche im Zusammenhange dargestellt, zweite Auflage
(1830/31), ed. Rolf Schäfer (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2008), 12.1-2. References are to section
and paragraph. English translations, where I do not indicate that they are my own, are
from The Christian Faith, ed. H.R. Mackintosh and J.S. Stewart (London: T&T Clark,
1999).
47 “so kann man auch das Christenthum auf keine Weise als eine Umbildung oder
erneuernde Fortsezung des Judenthums ansehn,” GL 12.2, my translation. I would
suggest Schleiermacher’s Marcionism here displaces the more typical anti-Judaic logic
of Christian supersessionism.
48 “was am bestimmtesten jüdisch ist,” “den wenigsten Werth hat,” GL 12.3.
49 GL 27.3.
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50 “Mithin erscheint das alte Testament doch für die Dogmatik nur als eine überflüssige
Autorität,” ibid. Historical criticism had already led more liberal theologians (such as
the Rationalist theologians) to reject the traditional doctrines of Scripture, but none had,
to my knowledge, rejected the use of the Old Testament in dogmatics.
51 Here Capetz, “Schleiermacher on the Old Testament,” 299 ff. makes a fair point in
arguing that, on Schleiermacher’s own standards, his position on Judaism and the Old
Testament does not hold up well. But I do not regard Schleiermacher’s primary
motivation here to be historical-critical, but rather theological, and, like most important
theologians, the logic of his theology ultimately drives the logic of his use of historical
sources.
52 “Die Darstellung dieses Lehrstükks weicht schon darin von dem gewöhnlichen ab,
daß in den beiden Lehrsäzen nur von den neutestamentischen Schriften gehandelt
worden ist . . . . Absichtlich aber ist er nur als ein Zusaz angekündigt, weil er nur
polemisch ist, und daher überflüßig wird, sobald die Differenz zwischen beiderlei
Schriften allgemein anerkannt sein wird,” 132.1.
53 “von diesem selbigen Geist”; “Eben so stellt auch Christus die Sendung dieses
Geistes, mit dessen Zeugniß er das Zeugniß der Jünger zusammenstellt, nirgend und auf
keine Weise dar als die Wiederkehr eines schon da gewesenen und nur auf einige Zeit
verschwundenen,” GL 132.2, emphasis added, translation modified.

54 “… der Geist aus welchem sie hervorgehen, ist kein anderer als der Gemeingeist des
Volkes, also nicht der christliche,” ibid., my translation. Cf. Breckman, Die fremde
Wurzel, 93.

55 See Jon Levenson, The Hebrew Bible, The Old Testament, and Historical Criticism
(Louisville, 1993), 1-33.
56 George Hunsinger, Disruptive Grace: Studies in the Theology of Karl Barth (Grand
Rapids, 2000), 283. Hunsinger is characteristic of commentators in either not knowing,
or not seeing the significance of, the origins of Christocentrism in Marcion. A notable
exception here is R. Kendall Soulen, The God of Israel and Christian Theology
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(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1996), 68 ff. Though not attending explicitly to the
theme of Marcionism, Soulen connects (rightly) the logic of Christocentrism to antiJudaism. His discussion of Schleiermacher, at ibid., 68-80, is the most cogent
discussion of Schleiermacher in relation to anti-Judaism by a systematic theologian.
Unfortunately his book has been largely ignored by Schleiermacher scholars.
57 “daß nur durch Jesum und also nur im Christenthum die Erlösung der Mittelpunkt
der Frömmigkeit geworden ist,” GL 11.4, my translation.
58 “daß die Erlösung als ein allgemein und vollständig durch Jesum von Nazareth
vollbrachtes gesetz wird,” GL 11.3.
59 “so daß das Christenthum nur eine neue Evolution, wenn auch eine mit fremder
damals gangbarer Weisheit gesättigte, des Judenthums war, und Jesus nur ein mehr oder
weniger origineller und revolutionärer jüdischer Gesezverbesserer,” GL 93.2, my
translation.
60 “Hier kann nur beiläufig im voraus aufmerksam darauf gemacht werden, welchen
Einfluß die Vorstellung von dieser Urbildlichkeit des Erlösers in der vollkommen
natürlichen Geschichtlichkeit seines Lebensverlaufes auf alle in der Kirche geltenden
christlichen Lehren ausübt, die alle, wenn man von jener mehr oder weniger abläßt, sich
auch anders gestalten müssen,” GL 93.5, emphasis added.
61 R. Kendall Soulen, The God of Israel and Christian Theology, 78.
62 See the treatment of Schleiermacher under this theme in Samuel Loncar, “Science
and Religion: An Origins Story,” Zygon 56.1 (2021): 275-296.
63 In Marcion’s own time, it was hardly uncommon. For the origins of the idea of two
opposed gods, see Yuri Stoyanov, The Other God: Dualist Religions from Antiquity to
the Cathar Heresy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), and on Marcion in this
context, ibid., 90ff.
64 It is beyond the scope of this article to argue for a particular view of
Schleiermacher’s system, but I think it is ultimately Spinozistic, even if inconsistently
so, and this would make him even more hostile to dualism than just a general
commitment to holism, for example.
65 Beckmann, Die Fremde Wurzel, 313.
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66 J.C. O’Neill, “The Study of the New Testament,” in Nineteenth Century Religious
Thought in the West: Volume 3, ed. Ninian Smart et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1985), 143-171.
67 Ibid., 171.
68 See ibid., 146.
69 For overviews of Baur, see Felix Flückiger, Die Kirche in ihrer Geschichte: Ein
Handbuch, Band 4: Die Protestantische Theologie des 19. Jahrunderts (Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1975), 31-35, and Robert Morgan, “Ferdinand Christian
Baur,” in Nineteenth Century Religious Though in the West: Volume 1, ed. Ninian
Smart et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 261-290.
70 See Ferdinand Christian Baur, Die christliche Gnosis, oder die christliche ReligionsPhilosophie in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Tübingen, 1835). For a good study
of Baur, see Peter Hodgson, The Formation of Historical Theology: A Study of
Ferdinand Christian Baur (New York: Harper & Row, 1966).
71 Baur, Die Christliche Gnosis, 660, my translation. Baur’s claim is actually more
complicated than this, for the quoted materials comes from a complex passage in which
Baur is discussing the importance of subjectivity in Schleiermacher and its relation to
Judaism, etc. In its fuller context: “Es spricht sich daher mit Einem Worte in der
Schleiermacher’schen Glaubenslehre und in den Bestimmungen, die sie über das
Verhältnis des Alttestamentlichen und Neuetestamentlichen aufstellt, eine Antipathie
gegen das Judenthum aus, für welche die Geschichte der Religionsphilosophie keine
bemerkswerthere Parallele aufzuweisen hat, als den auf einer ganz analogen
Subjectivität des Standpuncts beruhenden Antinomismus Marcions.” Cf. Ferdinand
Christian Baur, Lehrbuch der christlichen Dogmengeschichte (Leipzig, 1867), 67-132.
72 Pelikan, The Development of Doctrine I, 359, referring to Adolf von Harnack,
Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte. 3 Volumes. Fifth edition. Tübingen, 1931-32.
Harnarck’s interest in Marcion was lifelong, commencing with his prize-winning essay
on Marcion as a student and ending with Marcion: Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott,
his last major work. See Adolf Harnack: Marcion, Der Moderne Gläubige des 2.
Jahrhunderts, der erste Reformator. Die Dorpator Preisschrift (1870), ed Friedemann
Steck (Berlin: de Gruyte, 2003), XI-XXXIII.
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73 Pelikan and Gerrish both had Wilhelm Pauck as their Doktorvater, and Pauck had
studied historical theology in Berlin under Harnack, Karl Holl, and Ernst Troeltsch,
from whom one can trace most of the significant historical theologians of the twentieth
century. For an illuminating portrait of Harnack, see Wilhelm Pauck, Harnack and
Troeltsch: Two Historical Theologians (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968). My
own earliests debts as a scholar are to this tradition, which was mediated to me by Craig
Hinkson, a student of Gerrish’s, to whom I owe my initiation into German historical
scholarship.
74 Harnack, Marcion, 208/128.
75 Ibid., 222/137.
76 Ibid., 138, emphasis original.
77 See Susannah Heschel, The Aryan Jesus: Christian Theologians and the Bible in
Nazi Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008). The connection with
Marcion is noted by Heschel in ibid., 26.
78 See Joseph W. Pickle, “Schleiermacher on Judaism,” The Journal of Religion 60:2
(1980), 115-137, for an overview of Schleiermacher’s stance towards Judaism and the
Jews that he knew. Cf. Alan Davies, “Racism in German Protestant Theology,” 29-30,
for evidence of Schleiermacher’s German nationalism and stereotyped view of Jews.
79 Notger Slenczka, “Die Kirche und das Alte Testament,” in E. Gräb-Schmidt et al,
Das Alte Testament in der Theologie (Marburg Jahrbuch Theologie 25) (Leipzig:
2013), 83-119.
80 Slenczka’s references to Jewish-Christian dialogue and the issue of anti-Judaism are
limited to the context of his denomination (a somewhat misleading term in the German
context), the EKD (Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland), which also publishes the
series in which his article appeared, and the German church more broadly.
81 This absence of awareness of the scholarship on and relevance of anti-Judaism is
also a problem with Beckman’s Die Fremde Wurzel, which reflects a similarly narrow
perspective, one limited to the German state church system and its academic theology.
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Beckman, as we have seen, however, is well aware of the connection of Schleiermacher
and Marcion. Slenczka does not refer to Die Fremde Wurzel.
82 See Notger Slenczka, “Scandalisierung und Wissenschaft,” available, along with the
other voluminous material his article has generated, at his website:
https://www.theologie.hu-berlin.de/de/st/AT Most worrisome is Slenczka’s obvious and
uncritical sympathy for Harnack and Schleiermacher’s positions on Christianity and
Judaism, and in particular his defense of Bultmann’s critique of the validity of the Old
Testament—a critique, which, he notes, “Die Kirche und das Alte Testament,” 109, is
often viewed as an instance of “anti-Judaism,” a category he finds “highly ambivalent”
in regard to Bultmann’s position, even though Bultmann, like Schleiermacher and
Harnack, relies on the most typical anti-Judaic and supersessionistic tropes, particularly
that of the law-centered, ethnic, particular Jews/Old Testament vs. the grace-driven,
universalistic message of Jesus/New Testament.
83 Cf. Loncar, “Science and Religion: An Origins Story.”
84 For a good overview of the problem of history for modern theology, see Johannes
Zachhuber, “The Historical Turn,” in The Oxford Companion to Nineteenth Century
Christian Thought (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016). For an account of the
challenge of liberal theology in relationship to orthodox doctrine, see Samuel Loncar,
“German Idealism’s Long Shadow: The Fall and Divine-Human Agency in Tillich’s
Systematic Theology,” Neue Zeitschrift für Systematische Theologie und
Religionsphilosophie 54:1 (2012): 95-118.
85 An attempt to theorize disciplinarity and its ideological effects, and particularly to
recognize academic disciplines as powerful historical constructions which are
constituted by certain narratives and biases, can be found in Samuel Loncar, “Why
Listen to Philosophers? A Constructive Critique of Disciplinary Philosophy,”
Metaphilosophy 47:1 (2016), 3-25, and developed in idem, “Science and Religion.” In
theology, attention to disciplinarity is emerging in the work of Johannes Zachhuber,
Theology as Science in Nineteenth-Century Germany: From F.C.Baur to Ernst
Troeltch, and Purvis, Theology and the University in Nineteenth-Century Germany. Cf.
Chad Wellmon, Organizing Enlightenment: Information Overload and the Invention of
the Modern Research University (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015).
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